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CH A PT ER 1

INTRODUCTION
THE SOULarium TRAIN:
A DIFFERENT APPROACH
TO EVANGELISM
“the greatest challenge in motivating or influencing Christian
students to share the gospel is simply helping them to engage
people in evangelistic conversation.”
A few years ago, we sat down with several college ministry leaders to tackle the
issue of evangelistic effectiveness in collegiate ministry circles. As we met, we
knew that some college ministries, evangelistically speaking, knock the ball out
of the park. We also knew (and this may sting a bit for some), that many don’t
tackle evangelism quite as well as they could. As the group pinged discussion to
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and fro in our war room, we threw out all kinds of ideas about what we could
do to help collegians become more effective in their evangelism. It was tough
and it got messy…but at the end of the day we arrived at an idea, or better said,
a question: “What one concept could we champion that would help every
student engage more people with the gospel?”
As the group fussed, discussed, and mindstormed together, we realized that the
greatest challenge in motivating or influencing Christian students to share the
gospel is simply helping them to engage people in evangelistic conversation.
Most Christians know the gospel (and yes this is somewhat of a self-evident
statement), but many of our college students are challenged when it comes to
sharing it. It was in light of this thinking that we arrived at our goal—motivate
and mobilize college students to engage more lost people with the gospel.
Enter Soularium. Developed by some artistic types in the Northeast, Soularium
is an evangelistic engagement tool that uses pictures to segue regular
conversation into spiritual dialogue, and ultimately, into a gospel presentation.
The Soularium creators explain it this way: “Soularium provides 50 images and
a few simple questions to allow you to enter and explore the lives of people
around you…[it] allows you to come alongside another person on their journey
by exploring where they’ve been, where they are now, and where they’re
headed. Asking questions and genuinely listening can open a door to significant
spiritual conversation about Jesus.”
As we thought about Soularium and its application, we began to realize that
because of the tool’s simplicity, Soularium could be used in a variety of ways
and in many different contexts. Further, we realized that Soularium’s dialogical
approach of image-based spiritual questioning was remarkable. With a
Soularium box in hand, college students are enabled to engage more deeply and
relationally into the lives of the persons with whom they share. It masterfully
sets the table for gospel presentation and acceptance.
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Soularium is by no means a “silver bullet” of evangelism, nor is it intended to
replace successful evangelism tools and methods currently in use. What is
intended with Soularium is a universal, system-wide increase in the number of
college students reaching into the lives of non-believers, and ultimately, leading
more of the lost into the only relationship that can save. As each non-believer
explains why certain pictures resonate with him or her, a dialogue opens that
can allow the sharer to see into a person’s soul.
The goal of this short book is to be a guide for leaders. We’ve refined the process
and script through hundreds of repetitions, with groups of all sizes and
experience levels in gospel sharing. In the pages that follow, we’ll take you
through the step-by-step process for training groups of students to use
Soularium in a workshop style setting, and helping them take the next step in
their evangelism with confidence.
To learn more about the Soularium tool, check out the Soularium website at
http://crustore.org/soularium2.html. If the price scares you a bit, we’ve got good
news. Through a cooperative program partnership with the North American
Mission Board (NAMB), we are able to get you Soularium kits at deeply
(Marianas trench-like) discounted prices. For more information, contact Brian
Frye (bfrye@namb.net).
Enjoy your ride on the Soularium train. All aboard!
- Brian Frye & Kevin Stacy
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CH A PT ER 2

GETTING STARTED

KEY COMPONENTS OF
SOULARIUM TRAINING

“Soularium’s ease makes it so that ‘a cave man can do it.’
The challenge comes in moving people from using Soularium
only once or twice (and shelving it) to using it regularly.
NOTE: For every training session you will need the following items: Sharpies,
Giant Post-It notes, Napkins, Soularium kits, Prizes (chocolate), Bibles, and Pens
6

SEC TI ON 1

ADVANCE CONTACT
Before you arrive on the ground for Soularium training, take 20-30 minutes to
talk with the group leader with whom you will be working. During that
conversation, make sure to do the following:
• Figure out the context – You’ll do your best training if you know about the
people you will be working with and the expectations in your attending.
During your conversation, ask the following questions:
1. What is the size of the group for whom I will present? Approaching a group
of 10 and a group of 100 is an entirely different matter. Knowing your
group size will tell you how to prepare.
2. How much/what type of evangelism training has the group(s) experienced in
the past? If your group has had minimal evangelism training, you will need
to give more time working through evangelism (gospel presentation)
training. If they are evangelism machines, you can spend more time on
approaches for implementing Soularium. Knowing your audience and their
comfort in/ability for faith-sharing is critical.
3. How much time will be given to training? So far, we have had requests for
training for as little as one hour and for as much as an entire day. The good
news is that you can tailor Soularium training to any amount of time. The
bad news is without a clear understanding of how long you are expected to
present, you will be in trouble. Knowing time boundaries is a must for your
success and peace of mind.
*Throughout this guide we will provide suggested time estimates for each
training section. These are not rigid, but are what we’ve found to work well
on average.
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• Figure out the leader – As you talk with the leader who will be hosting you,
you need to figure out his or her expectations for the training. The more you
know about the “play caller” the better the training will be for all parties
involved. To accomplish this goal, ask the following:
1. How do you usually run these types of events? Listen carefully here for both
expectations and hints about the leader’s leadership style. Both are key for
the trainer to remember.
2. What do you want to see happen during this Soularium training? This
question gives further clarity to his or her expectations, and it helps you
better understand what you will need to do in order to meet (and hopefully
exceed) those expectations.
3. From your perspective, is there anything I should know about your folks
that would help me to better connect or relate with them? This question is
an open-ended relationship builder to connect you with the leader. It is
simple, and it communicates that you value the relationship.
Communicate that you are coming to serve, and that you are extremely excited
to be working with them.
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SEC TI ON 2

CONNECTING ONSITE
Once you arrive on the ground at the training locations, make sure to capitalize
on the opportunity. Doing the training alone will be good, but the trip will only
be great if you spend time cultivating relationships. Here are a few pointers:
• Meet and greet everyone – During your time with the training, it is your job to
sell the Soularium tool. People buy best and most from people they like and
trust. The more time you spend meeting and greeting people, getting to know
their names, and connecting with them on a personal level, the more effective
you will be at introducing Soularium and seeing it implemented.
• “Soularium-ize” the trainees – The power of Soularium comes in viewing
pictures and asking questions. As you meet the trainees, view them as images
and ask questions of them. Just like with Soularium, the more you know about
individuals in the audience, the better you will be able to connect the
Soularium tool with them during your presentation and beyond.
• Serve your host – Though you are the guest and people will strive to take care
of your needs, consider yourself a servant. Whether it be setting up chairs or
taking out the trash, do everything possible to serve your host joyfully.
• Never eat alone – If at all possible, do all your meals with the trainees, and
position yourself to eat with as many different people as possible during your
trip.
• Link with the Leaders – In every group there are those who are leaders. They
set the tone, tenor, pace, and direction of the followers. As you walk into a
training context, look for the leaders and link up with them. If they ratify
Soularium into their lives, the likelihood of Soularium growing in acceptance
and application nationally increases exponentially.
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• Soularium in transit – If you want your Soularium presentation to stick, be
prepared with some fresh stories about how you have used the tool in the last
week. Doing so will increase your credibility a greatly—especially if you use
the cards on the airplane in route to the training.
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SEC TI ON 3

TRAINING SESSION
Almost anyone can do Soularium training. Let’s face it: it really is simple. You
just get people to read through the cards and then you get them to try it. Sure,
some folks may need a little coaching (or prodding) to get started, but
Soularium’s ease makes it so that “a cave man can do it.” The challenge comes
in moving people from using Soularium only once or twice (and shelving it) to
using it regularly. Our goal is to address that challenge. We want to see college
students adopt or integrate Soularium into their spiritual thinking so that they
will become more engaged and productive in their evangelism efforts. Thus,
while our job is partially about training people on how to use Soularium, our
primary job is to convince and persuade students to integrate Soularium into
their daily lives. It is from this vantage point that we approach Soularium
training as follows:
• Welcome & Introduction (3 minutes) – As with any presentation, your first
three minutes are critical to your success with the group, and the first 30
seconds are even more important. When you start, start well. Do everything
you can to connect with the audience and to build relationship with them.
• Engagement Activity (15 minutes) – In training thus far, we have found the
best way to reach Soularium integration is through a hands-on, collaborative
learning setting, which comes by way of teams. With a team-focused learning
approach we split the large group into small ones and give them tasks and
challenges throughout the training. Below is a sample of activities used
recently at a training event. These components are interchangeable with the
list at the end of the document. It will be very helpful to have giant-sized wall
Post-It notes and lots of sharpies (colors preferably) for this portion of the
training.
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- Create Teams – Whatever the size of the group, split it up into teams of 6 to
8. Have the team elect a team leader and a team scribe, and then have
them create an “evangelistic” team name. Have them write that name on
the top of a Post-It. Refer to the group by the team name throughout the
rest of the training. If you want to make things really fun, use the group
leader and other helpers (3 works best) to be your Randy, Paula, and Simon
(the original American Idol team of course). Have them evaluate the team
names Idol style. You may want to give prizes to amp up the competition.
- Team Mindstorming (10 minutes) – To get the group focused on
evangelism, have each team do mindstorming—a task in which teams are
given a limited time to come up with 20 solutions to an evangelism
problem or challenge. For example, you may give questions like:
‣ What needs to happen to see the Great Commission fulfilled in (state’s
name)?
‣ What are the biggest obstacles to reaching your campus with the
gospel?
‣ What are the worst mistakes Christians make when sharing their faith?
‣ What are good segueing comments to move from casual conversation
to evangelism?
- Create a Love List (5 minutes) – Ask everyone to pull out their journals or
turn to Matthew 28:19-20 in their Bibles. Then ask them to think of five
people they know in their spheres of influence or relationship that they
believe to be lost. As they come up with each name, ask them to write
those names in their Bible, journal, or other significant place. If they
struggle with naming a person, challenge them to ask God to bring names
to mind. This training element is very important, as you will bring the
group back to these five people at the end of the training.
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• Soularium Explanation (20 minutes) – To this point, the Soularium cards have
been sitting patiently. Now it is time for them to make their entrance. As you
distribute them, think about the following:
- Don’t Rush the Distribution – Soularium is going to be new to most folks,
and most everyone will want to open them to see what they are all about.
Let that happen at a gingerly pace. Let the pictures draw participants in
just like any Soularium presentation you do on the street. It will work in
your favor.
- Separate the Instruction Cards – There will be four cards in each pack
explaining how to use Soularium. Two have writing on both sides and two
have writing on one side and art on the other. Ask the group to separate
the cards out, and place the 50 images (those with numbers) aside for a few
moments.
- Walk the Group Carefully through the Instruction Cards – It may seem
tedious and time consuming to run training this way (and you could
always create a PowerPoint if you’d like), but the basic walk through
method is best for explaining the tool. We take this approach for one
simple reason: we want reproducibility. We want everyone to use
Soularium and we want everyone to know how to teach someone else to
use it. Think about it this way: If people presume that they must first go
through a big training session to do Soularium this presumption will very
likely create a tough bottleneck in mobilizing students for Soularium
usage. If people say, “Hey, this thing is cool and really easy to use. I need
to show (__name of friend__) how it works,” then Soularium has a far
stronger likelihood of going viral.
‣ Pre-select What You Want to Read – There is plenty to read on the cards
and some sections will be more helpful than others. Before the
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training, note the sections that you want to go through as a group.
Time will be key to making this decision.
‣ Have the Audience Read through the Cards as a Group – If you work the
room ahead of time and remember a few names, it will pay off here.
Instead of you reading from the tool, ask people in the group to read a
paragraph, and then another group read the next, and so forth. When
a group knows that you might call on them, they will stay tuned in.
Also, connecting visual and auditory intake in the learning process will
increase their ability to gain traction and walk away more with deeply
imbedded information.
- Ask for Feedback – Before you go further, ask the group what they have
seen and heard thus far. Give them a moment (as a large group) to process
verbally what they are thinking and feeling. You can then use group
feedback to reinforce learning along the way.
• Soularium Lab (30 minutes) – At this point, the group is ready to do Soularium
on their own. Ask everyone to partner up and work through the cards on
their own—as if they are actually doing a Soularium presentation. In order to
make this time really sticky we do the following:
- Partner with a Stranger in the Room – Tell the group that each person
needs to find the person in the room who they know the least. The ideal
candidate is someone they couldn’t recognize if their lives depended on it.
- Meet Partner, Select Roles, and Begin – Once they get with their Soularium
partner, they will need to do the following:
1. Set Aside One Set of Cards – Have them use only one set of cards as
they work through Soularium for the first time. CRITICAL MATTER:
If you do not make this happen, you will very likely lose the group’s
attention and focus.
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2. Select a Question Person and an Answer Person – As they begin the
Soularium exercise they will need to have one person asking the
questions and taking the notes, and the other looking through the
cards and answering the questions. ***DO NOT tell them how to view
the cards. Let them figure it out on their own. If we tell them they
have to do it a certain way, they will be prone to lock into one style.
If we leave the method open, they will figure out what works best for
them. This open-ended approach makes way for personalization and
innovation.
3. Taking Notes – At least for this first presentation, ask the questioner
to take down good notes on what the answer person is sharing.
4. Flip Roles – As the partners approach the end of their first Soularium
dialogue, have them flip roles. The questioner will now answer
questions and the answer person will now do the asking. Again, this
may seem a bit time consuming and superfluous, but here is where
we see Soularium galvanized. By using Soularium both ways, it
enables those using the tool to see how it feels to be both the one
initiating the conversation and the one in the crosshairs. Further, it
helps them to process through how they will answer the questions if
a future prospect hits them with: “What image represents God to
you,” or “What do you wish were true about your spiritual journey?”
• Training Conclusion (15 minutes) – As you land the training plane, the goal is
to reinforce everything presented and introduced during the time with the
group. Here are a few ways to solidify the exercise:
1. Ask Follow-up Questions – Here are a few examples:
➡ What do you like about Soularium?
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➡ How much insight did you glean about your partner’s life,
background, and thinking with 5 questions and 50 pictures?
➡ What do you want to do with what you have learned today?
➡ How beneficial might Soularium be in your ministry?
➡ What is missing from Soularium? ***The obvious answer is a clear
gospel presentation. Take this opportunity to accentuate the value of
Soularium on this point. Because Soularium does not require a
single, specific evangelism component, it can be paired with a host of
evangelism tools like FAITH, Share Jesus without Fear, Two Ways to
Live, the Roman Road, etc.
➡ What is your most significant “take away” from the training?
2. Back to the Love List – As you conclude, take everyone back to the list of
5 names they wrote down at the beginning of the event. Challenge the
Soularium newbies to engage all 5 individuals with Soularium within a
certain amount of time (two weeks is optimum). Further, ask them to
engage one person on their list within the next 48 hours. Push them
here a bit. Let them know that some have used Soularium and seen
people come to know Christ within an hour and others within a couple
months. Whatever the timing, help them to see clearly that the only way
to lead people to Christ is to begin the conversation.
3. Prayer – As you close the training, take the group through a prayer time
for the five specifically, and in any other way you may feel led.
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CH A PT ER 3

MORE TRAINING METHODS

ADDITIONAL CONCEPTS
FOR SOULARIUM TRAINING

•

Soularium Brainstorming (5 minutes) – Ask the group to be as creative as
possible and plan to give a prize to the winning team. Within a ten-minute
window, have the group come up with as many ways to use Soularium as
possible. The team with the most ideas (good or bad) wins.

•

Three Hater Voices (10 minutes) – When doing evangelism, we each face
three voices that strongly discourage us. Those voices are Satan, the world,
and ourselves. This exercise is a demonstration of how these voices war
against us. In order to execute it, you must have four volunteers. The first
person is the believer. The believer must simply look at you (facing the
group) and he/she must present the gospel. BE SURE to have someone who is
17

confident in sharing his/her faith. Position a second person (Satan voice) to
the person’s left, the third person (the world’s voice) to the right, and the
fourth (voice of self) behind. Each of the voices stands within two feet of the
believer. Before you begin, prepare the three naysayer voices to speak from
a negative perspective on why the believer should not share his/her faith.
Have them watch you for a cue as to whether they should be silent, soft,
medium, or loud. With the instructions given to the voices, instruct the
believer to share the gospel with you and direct the voices to talk to the
person at various levels. It is a tough exercise to watch, but it is instructive
and powerful. Moreover, the room will champion the evangelist after the
exercise. Use this exercise to say that evangelism is tough for all of us, but
now we know what we are facing.
•

Soularium in the Round (20 minutes) – Another way to introduce
Soularium is to have two people work with the tool with everyone in the
audience watching and listening. Within this format, observers can see the
questions asked and answered and the coach can pause the process along
the way. The greatest benefits come with having the audience see the tool
used before they attempt to use it and with the leader explaining and
commenting on the various transitional steps.

•

Gospel Scriptures (15 minutes) – Arrange the group into teams and give
each team an aspect of the gospel to validate from the Bible. Tell them that
their job is to use Scriptures to help explain one aspect of the gospel message
to a non-believer. As the team finds each Scripture, have them make note of
it on a giant Post-It note. Example topics: God’s love, Heaven & Reward, Hell
& Sin, Punishment & Justice, Relationship & Forgiveness. Use judges and
prizes to gives this project extra zip.
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•

Share the Engel Scale (10 minutes) – Introduce the group to the Engel scale
and discuss how it should impact and inform our evangelism (see
attachment).

•

The Gospel on a Napkin (15 minutes) – Spilt the group up into teams and
have them draw a picture of the gospel message on a napkin (or a giant PostIt for presentation). Let them do it any way they want, but require them to
use at least four scriptures. Be sure to have a prize ready for the winning
team, and push them with the count-down clock at 10 minutes, then 5, then
2, then 1, then STOP. You’ll want to make this plenty of fun with judges and
a presenter to sell the presentation “shark tank” style.

•

Share the Rainer Scale (10 minutes) – Introduce the group to the Rainer
scale and discuss how the scale may or may not help us in doing personal
evangelism (see attachment)

•

Gospel Pick-up Lines (5 minutes) – Arrange the group in teams and ask
them to come up with 3-5 great gospel presentation pick-up lines and 3-5
terrible gospel introduction lines. This is a great icebreaker and it will get
people engaged and thinking.

•

Stop Me List (10 minutes) – Have each of the teams come up with the top
eight reasons that stop believers from sharing their faith. Once they come
up with a list of eight, have them rank all eight with the most significant
being first. Discuss the top responses with the group.

•

3 Picture Soularium Gospel (15 minutes) – Pair all participants into groups
of two and have each person look for three images that represent: 1) What
life was like before they came to Christ, 2) How they came to Christ, and 3)
What life is like now that they have a personal relationship with Christ.
Then have each partner take the three pictures and share their faith journey
with their partners.
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CH A PT ER 4

TRAINING VIDEOS

This series of 11 short videos with Brian Frye, National
Collegiate Ministry Strategist, walks through each step of the
Soularium Training process. They can be viewed as an
example to enhance your own leadership and presentation
technique, or used as a plug-and-play option to train groups
where you are the facilitator.
Use this link to view the entire series YouTube playlist, or use the direct links to
each video on the next page!
20

Session 1 - Introduction & Concept
Session 2 - Mindstorming
Session 3 - Mindstorming Top 3 Responses
Session 4 - Mindstorming Results
Session 5 - 3 Spheres of Conversation
Session 6 - Soularium Kits
Session 7 - The Soularium Questions
Session 8 - Choose a Partner
Session 9 - Practicing in Pairs
Session 10 - Switch Roles and Repeat
Session 11 - Conclusion and Challenge
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CH A PT ER 5

FINAL THOUGHTS

TOWARDS A MOVEMENT
OF MAKING DISCIPLES

“At the end of the day, Soularium is just a tool. Soularium
doesn’t save people. Only Jesus saves people.”
We hope that this ebook has been a useful guide for how you can train groups
of college students to engage in gospel conversations. We truly believe that by
equipping and challenging students to step beyond the fringes of their comfort
zones and initiate evangelistically, that we could see a movement of spiritual
awakening and revival on campuses across North America.
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At the end of the day, Soularium is just a tool. Soularium doesn’t save people.
Only Jesus saves people.
How then will they call on him in whom they have not believed? And how are they
to believe in him of whom they have never heard? And how are they to hear
without someone preaching? (Romans 10:14 ESV)
And he said to them, “The harvest is plentiful, but the laborers are few. Therefore
pray earnestly to the Lord of the harvest to send out laborers into his harvest.
(Luke 10:2 ESV)
We pray for a generation of college students - sent out into the harvest - who are
determined to live their lives on mission and to push back darkness on their
campuses through the power of the Gospel.
Thank you, leader, for your faithful ministry to equip the next wave of disciples,
evangelists, and missionaries who will take the Gospel to their campus and to
the ends of the earth.
“Go therefore and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the name of the
Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, teaching them to observe all that I
have commanded you. And behold, I am with you always, to the end of the
age.” (Matthew 28:19-20 ESV)
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ABOUT
This ebook is the product of the input and collaboration of multiple individual
leaders and networks over the course of years. We are extremely grateful for
the contributions of each of them, not only to this work, but to all areas of
collegiate ministry.

We would like to give a special recognition of thanks to:

Collegiate Collective is working to elevate and advance the gospel on all
college campuses globally by equipping, resourcing, and networking the leaders
who are engaged in or interested in reaching students. The vision is two-fold: 1)
To create a collection of best-practices and put high-impact ideas and resources
in the hands of high-capacity leaders. 2) To enable anyone and everyone who is
engaged in ministering to college students to have a place to get answers to
their burning ministry questions directly from other leaders in the field.
www.CollegiateCollective.com
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